Addendum #3
Ball State University
Oakwood Renovation - 2018

Date:       June 24, 2018
Project:    Ball State Oakwood Renovation – 2018-020.01 OW
krM Project #: 18106
Pages:      1 (8-1/2x11) pages    0 (24x36) pages
Bid Date:   Thursday, June 28, 2018, 11am – BSU Purchasing Office

General Note:

The original Specifications and Drawings dated June 07, 2018 for the project referenced above are amended as noted in this Addendum No. 3. Items revised by this addendum are to be noted delta 2. Receipt of this Addendum and any subsequent Addenda must be acknowledged on the Bid Form. Items changed or added by this addendum are to take precedence over the items or descriptions of the work in the project manual and the drawings. Items not mentioned in this addendum are to remain as described in the original plans and specifications, and previous addenda.

Bidder Questions:

1. Question: Section 4/A5-1 shows the reveals above and below the glass sign. Do these reveals extend around to the sides of the panels?
   a. Response: Yes. Reveals are intended for all sides.

2. Question: What is the depth of the reveals noted in section 4/A5-1? How is the reveal to be finished?
   a. Response: The reveal is ¼” deep, routed reveal. The finish is stain to match panel face.

3. Question: Will the reveals noted in section 4/A5-1 expose the aluminum corner trim anchors?
   a. Response: The reveals should not expose the trim anchors. The specified trim has a solid ¼” piece that forms the corner.

4. Question: Do the aluminum corners noted in 4/A5-1 stop at the reveals?
   a. Response: No. The aluminum corner trim is continuous over the entire height of the panel.

5. Question: It appears that the footing for the screen wall is continuous based on having (3) #4’s in the bottom. Is this correct? Or is the intent to place a 1’-4” diameter footing at each post
   a. Response: The footings are 1’-4” square.

6. Question: Can you identify potential sources for the aluminum extrusions noted in specification section 05 50 00 – Metal Fabrications and intended for the screen wall?
   a. Response: The following are potential sources – not intended to be exclusive.
      i. http://www.americanaluminum.com/
      ii. https://www.altecextrusions.com/
      iii. https://www.bonlalum.com/

END